ENGINEER &
TINKERER
CAUGHT IN
BRICOLAGE
PORT AUTHORITY — Structural anthropologist and New York-o-phile French writer
Claude Lévi-Strauss died two weeks ago, one
month short of his 101st birthday. As Larry
Rohter in last Sunday’s New York Times concisely describes, Lévi-Strauss’s writings thrive
on binary oppositions: “hot and cold, raw
and cooked, animal and human. And it is
through these opposing ‘binary’ concepts, he
said, that humanity makes sense of the world.”
In the short piece, Rohter usefully translates
the French term bricoleur as The Tinkerer
and opposes it to The Engineer. In chapter
1 of The Savage Mind (1962), Lévi-Strauss
describes the bricoleur :
“Consider him at work and excited by his
project. His ﬁrst practical step is retrospective. He has to turn back to an already existent set made up of tools and materials, to
consider or reconsider what it contains and,
ﬁnally and above all, to engage in a sort
of dialogue with it and, choosing between
them, to index the possible answers which
the whole set can oﬀer to his problem. He
interrogates all the heterogeneous objects of
which his treasury* is composed to discover
what each of them could ‘signify’ and so contribute to the deﬁnition of a set which has
yet to materialize but which will ultimately
diﬀer from the instrumental set only in the
internal disposition of its parts.” (DS)
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years after the Statute of Anne, the greatlexlexicographer Noah Webster would ﬁnally draft
America’s ﬁrst copyright law in 1790, but its
protections extended only to American authors, and piracy spread further and faster
through the colonies than ever before. “The
high point of piracy, in 1815,” according to
The Outline, “corresponds with the low point
of American writing.”
By 1842, when Charles Dickens had published his ﬁfth novel, Barnaby Rudge, the
British had strengthened the protections created by the Statute of Anne to better protect
it and novels like it from piracy. Dickens
— with the help of his friend, the dramatist Thomas Noon Talford — had been lobbying Parliament for copyright reform since
the publication of his ﬁrst novel, The Pickwick Papers, in 1836. (The Pickwick Papers
is dedicated to Talford.) Though their ﬁrst
eﬀort at reform had failed, the two ﬁnally
succeeded in 1842. The current statutes were
amended to forbid anyone from importing
foreign reprints of any British copyrighted
work to Britain or any of its colonies. Further, the British government began actively
working with other governments to cultivate
reciprocal agreements. With that, Dickens
set sail to America.
As Professor Phillip V. Allingham recounts
in his article “Dickens’s 1842 Reading Tour:
Launching the Copyright Question in Tempestuous Seas,” Dickens’s crusade to inspire
Americans to embrace copyright reform did
not go well:
“Americans, expecting him to be grateful for their warm reception, were staggered
when this young British goodwill ambassador,
at the beginning of 1842, at a dinner held in
his honor in Boston, dared to criticize them
as pirates while urging the merits of international copyright, which at that point in
American history would have seen vast amounts of Yankee capital heading overseas with
little reciprocation. He did not back down.
A week later, in Hartford, he argued that
a native American literature would ﬂourish
only when American publishers were compelled by law to pay all writers their due.”
Between visits with author Washington
Irving and President John Tyler, Dickens assailed Americans eager to meet their literary hero with the wrongheadedness of their
ways. Allingham continues, “That he had
not mentioned this issue in advance meant
that his adoring audiences, taken by surprise,
felt chagrined by the criticisms of this obviously mercenary young upstart who had
come to their shores to take their money at
the theater door and again in the bookshop.”
Dickens visited America again in 1867–8, at
the end of his life. Though seriously ill —
he complained of catching a “true American catarrh” — he nevertheless managed to
solicit the support of writers Ralph Waldo
Emerson and Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
and give 22 readings at New York’s Steinway
Hall through the dead of winter.
In the audience one cold January night
was a 33-year old journalist and budding author named Mark Twain, who’d worked as a
printer in New York, Philadelphia, St. Louis,
and Cincinnati while educating himself at
public libraries in the evenings. After making a comfortable living as a steamboat cap-
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is an artist at all. He or she is simply “the
best,” and it is on the basis of that often
highly proﬁtable status that the value of any
activity rests.
Take Agnes Martin. Although she died in
2004, her work still dominates the market for
imperfectly-ruled pencil lines on unprimed
canvas, even though her materials were inexpensive and her technique can be performed
by anyone with a work surface and a yardstick. No one does. Martin so thoroughly
wove her endeavor into herself as to make
it seem impossible to impede on the terrain
of her invention. In fact, her paintings —
stripes and grids of graphite on canvas whose
interstices were sometimes ﬁlled in with thin
washes of color — can be seen as poetic evocations of the absolute distinction in relation
to all other art that her work itself has come
to represent. Despite her best eﬀorts (or perhaps because of them), every line, space, and
intersection that she delineated is diﬀerent
from every other, due to the weave of canvas, the pencils dragged across it, and the
fact that Martin herself pulsed and breathed.
The sublime residue of precise imperfection
that resulted2009
is unmatched by anyone, in any
PORT AUTHORITY, 641 8th Avenue, New York City, NY 10036 14 NOVEMBER
ﬁeld.
The lesson, of course, is that it’s much
easier to be the best at doing something if
there are as few other people as possible also
doing it. Where Warhol’s thousands of imitators continue to burn money and resources
imitating a mainstream culture with which
they can never compete, the real growth opportunities are in obscure enterprises where
competition is low and materials cheap.
Just as Marshall McLuhan once observed
that people didn’t know they wanted television until television was invented, how can
the audience for art know what it wants until we, as artists, invent it for them? Given
that opportunity, how can any of us believe
that it’s in our long-range interest to constantly rearrange a product (such as popular culture) that our customers already know
and have? In the end, and quite ironically,
so-called “diﬃcult” artists like Agnes Martin
and David Hammons have turned out to be
much better business models than their more
celebrated counterparts could ever be. Their
arcane interests, unique skills, and often restrained production methods epitomize such
concepts as personal branding, value adding,
and “just-in-time” production philosophies,
state-of-the-art business innovations they and
other artists have never gotten credit for. Until now.
The avant garde lives! Not because it’s
more meaningful or radical than any other
activity, but because it ﬁlls a legitimate market niche. (JS)
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is an economist who was once the chairman
of the Council of Economic Advisors under
both presidents Richard M. Nixon and Gerald Ford and whose 1286-word article in The
New York Times was a reﬂection on White
House operatives based on his experiences in
the administrations in which
he had
served
DEXTER
SINISTER
and his recollections of other administrations,
going back to the New Deal days of Franklin
Delano Roosevelt) because this very sentence
that you are reading at this very moment has
1404 words (having been reduced from an
even higher number after I decided it would
be unfair to pad the word count by spelling
out large numbers in words, so that, for example, “1404” would read “one thousand,
four hundred and four”), and, although a
run-on sentence such as this does not easily
make a whole lot of sense and will probably win no literary or journalistic awards for
the eloquent manipulation of the English language, is nevertheless longer than Mr. Stein’s
that was published in The New York Times
in 1981, a sentence that, being a sentence almost as long as this sentence, is also a cumbersome run of words that is diﬃcult to read
and, in the long run, not very satisfactory as
an expression of the ideas of the writer, presented as they are in a manner that is neither
simple nor clearly understandable by the average reader; and, that being the case, one
cannot help but wonder why Mr. Stein wrote
a sentence containing almost 1300 words when
he could have reorganized what he had to
say and almost certainly presented the same
ideas more clearly if he had instead chosen
to divide that world-record sentence into two
sentences of 600 or 700 words each or three
sentences containing 400 or so words and still
have expressed himself in sentences that were
very long and, as a result, very complex and
that, being very long and complex, make Mr.
Stein appear intelligent and clever, which, I
assume, is the only reason one would choose
to write a sentence of such grotesque length
unless, of course, one were deliberately trying to write a sentence even longer than that
which Mr. Stein had published in The New
York Times so as (1) to see if one could
indeed write a sentence of such an absurd
length just to exercise the writing muscle (an
exercise the value of which I can now attest is
debatable), (2) to publish a sentence of, if not
Joycean, at least Steinian, proportions, (3) to
earn the additional few bucks a sale brings to
a freelance writer and (4) to get one’s name
in the Guinness Book of World Records from
the comfort of one’s own home without risking life, limb, or sanity by keeping a motorcycle in non-stop motion for 500 straight
hours or by eating a pound of gherkins in less
than 44 seconds, and to do all this while still
producing a sentence that, despite its great
length, is nevertheless able to make at least a
modicum of sense and that is not an obvious
cop-out (such as would be the case with any
sentence that stated something like, “The
longest sentence ever published in a major
newspaper to date was one by Mr. Herbert
Stein in the Feb. 13, 1981 issue of The New
York Times, which said. . . ” and then proceeded to quote the entire Stein sentence; or
a sentence that was merely a long list, such as
“The ﬁrst 1000 names in the Salt Lake City
phone book are . . . ” or even a straightforward run of simple sentences connected with
conjunctions, such as “Tom went to the store
and then he went home and there he met his
sister and then they went out to play but
then their mother came home and . . . ”),
but is rather a legitimate sentence with a
complex sentence structure with clauses and
sub-clauses and parenthetic statements, but
that, despite being longer than the Stein sentence, is at least suﬃciently readable as to
be publishable by a major newspaper, which,
with the publication of the sentence, would
establish a new record for the Guinness Book
of World Records, and as a result, the next
edition of the “According to Guinness” calendar that the Sterling Publishing Company
puts out would not have a February 13 entry
that reads, “The longest sentence recorded
ever to have gotten past the editor of a major newspaper was one of 1286 words in The
New York Times by Herbert Stein in the issue of Feb. 13, 1981” but would instead have
a June 16, 1985 entry that reads as follows:
“The longest sentence recorded ever to have
gotten past the editor of a major newspaper
was one of 1404 words in The San Francisco
Chronicle by Albert Sukoﬀ in the issue of
June 16, 1985.” (AS)
This sentence originally appeared in The San
Francisco Chronicle, 16 June 1985.

all an individual — who increasingly uses the
diﬀerent media at our disposal as technologies of the self. By this I mean we use various media products that transmit a series of
statements and make a series of demonstrations against which we test our own behavior
and conduct. These media products allow us
to judge what is right and wrong, and above
all who is normal. Because we prize our individuality, we are suspicious of anyone, especially the state, telling us what to think.
We can think for ourselves, thank you very
much.
MySpace is precisely my space. It is that
part of the network in which I am particularly me. The space of public discourse is no
longer the space of the public sphere, that
classic bourgeois space of the “good conversation,” in which the good of the many holds
sway over the selﬁsh desires of the individual. Instead, an online space such as MySpace is privatized in two senses. First, it is
a public space where I can talk about my
world to the people I choose to communicate
with: MyPublicSphere. Second, the space
is owned by a multinational media empire,
and its value accrued by the constant activity that occurs within it. Therefore, when
we have fun on MySpace, we are working
online to produce a space lively enough to
attract advertisers. If we were all to migrate
to SpaceFace or MyFace or FaceSpace, MySpace would evaporate like the morning mist.
The amazing thing is that we actually pay to
work for these guys.
In 1985, one of the ﬁrst electronic networking spaces appeared — the WELL (an
acronym reverse shoe-horned to hold Whole
Earth ’Lectronic Link). The name WELL
yet carried connotations of a communal space,
the space of public concord, even if it was one
of the ﬁrst instances in which a community
was sold to itself as a commodity. MySpace
is a little less apologetic about collapsing the
social space into the individually sized space
of the self-directed, self-motivated, self-performing individual. When I am on MySpace
it’s easy to forget that the information I put
up about myself isn’t actually owned by me;
I somehow manage to transform the goals of
the corporation into my own choices.
How is such a deft move possible?
Toward the end of his life, French philosopher Michel Foucault became fascinated with
how the state, during the seventeenth century and after, became increasingly preoccupied with the care of the individual citizen.
It is particularly curious that when the state
was at its most violent, it made its greatest
investment in the care of its citizenry (the
French Revolution or World War II, for instance). It’s almost as if a paradoxical contract had been agreed upon — if you would
die for your state then the state would owe
you your well-being. The antinomy arises
when, as the state apparatus constructs large
destructive mechanisms (land armies and weapons systems), it simultaneously constructs
technologies of care (culminating in the social democratic welfare state in the twentieth
century). Foucault characterizes the antinomy with the phrase: “Go get slaughtered
and we promise you a long and pleasant life.”
It was in this period that the state was
formed as the state per se, that it made it its
business to make a political object of human
happiness.
It was in the seventeenth century that the
state formulated the notion of police, not in
the sense of a force that would ﬁght and
prevent crime, but as a form of statecraft
that would oversee the health of its citizenry,
viewing (and constructing) the citizen not
only through their judicial status, but also as
working, trading, living beings. By the nineteenth century, German universities taught
Polizeiwissenschaft — describing, deﬁning,
and organizing the new technologies of state
power. It was in this period that the happiness of individuals was seen as a requirement
for the survival and development of the state,
and it also became axiomatic that positive
intervention in the behavior of individuals
was the state’s task. It was during this period that the political rationality arose that,
as the individual had an eﬀect on society (either positively or negatively) it was beholden
on the state to compile information about
the ﬁtness and aptitude of the individual.
This political technology, Foucault argues,
provides the basic reason for the existence of
the modern state and is therefore more important than any arguments about ideology,
because whichever government is in power,
the needs of the state prevail. The state can
govern directly, through legislation, or indirectly, by formulating values of individuality
that the individual will seek to preserve.
We now see the emergence of two seemingly contradictory values within contemporary society: the state produces the individual and the state sets itself the task to care
for that individual. At the moment the individual is deﬁned, however, he or she seeks
autonomy from the state and, in order to foster their independence, pays close attention
to better self-management (forgetting perhaps that a well-managed and eﬃcient individual is precisely what the state desires).
But how might this individual gain knowledge about better self-management? How
does this individual know they have made
the right choices?
Judge Judy: “. . . you are actually not a
very nice girl.”
The values of self-reliance and independence, along with the techniques of self-management, are central to the structure of the
non-scripted TV show. In the non-scripted
TV show the subject is repeatedly placed in
the judgement of their peers, or instructed by
someone with greater experience, or guided
by a mentor, or counselled by counselors.
Parents display their errant children before
experts who measure their delinquency and
give feedback. The family, after undergoing
the examination of the audience, takes up the
challenge of a regime of self-improvement.
An overweight actress, whose weight has yoyoed over the years, confesses her lack of
self-discipline on a talk show; she renews her
promise to lose weight and invites a ﬁlm crew
to chart her progress.
It is in the arena of the non-scripted TV
show that the mechanisms of self-management are played out. It is here that things
are measured, tested, evaluated, examined,
recorded, and judged (ticking all the boxes
you need to make a surveillance system). This
is the way we govern ourselves and this is the
way we are governed — not by following orders or meeting obligations but by taking up
challenges and exercizing choices. (SR)
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ternet access can voice their opinion in reaction to a published text, and bounce their
ideas oﬀ other readers in healthy debate, is
a good one, and in many cases new communities of writers and thinkers have grown
around certain blogs, which have generated
large amounts of interesting material that
might not otherwise get published elsewhere.
However, there has been a broader eﬀect of
this access and excess of opinion, on writing both personal blogs and pieces for online publication — an eﬀect more psychological than many initially supposed. Types
of comment range from pleasant thanks to
the writer, through courteously added further points of interest, into spirited debate,
and all the way to pedantic unpicking of holes
in an argument, bellicose ripostes, and ﬂatout abuse. Little by little, and in fear of
intellectual stripes being torn oﬀ them by
their commentators, writers have started to
feel obliged to nuance their texts until their
rhetorical spirit is completely ironed out, or
their argument has become a convoluted mess
of caveats, digressions, and sub-clauses.
(Interesting point, but the problem is that
you give no examples which suggests that
you’re writing more about yourself than anyone else.)
Writer Mark Fisher, on his k-punk blog,
has recently started compiling a “bestiary”
of the main types of respondent found in
comment threads. There is the Troll, for
instance, who revels in nit-picking critique
and wears with pride an inability to commit to any position. They see this “posture of alleged detachment, this sneer from
nowhere” as “a virtue, a sign of their maturity.” Then there is the Grey Vampire, who
on the outside is friendly and sociable, but
on the inside, like the troll, cannot commit
themselves to anything. Both “are subordinated to The Fear and its demand that we
be irreverent, that we constitute ourselves as
ironically self-deﬂating subjects (I’m the sort
of person who . . . ).” Fisher contrasts this
with the enthusiastic Fan writer, often the
victim of the Troll or Grey Vampire because
“It’s always other people who are ‘fans’: our
own attachments, we like to pretend, have
been arrived at by a properly judicious process and are not at all excessive.” His point
about irreverence is key: the dominant pose
cultural commentators are expected to aﬀect
at this present moment is that of the “everyman,” a “common-sense” approach that
allows for no ﬂights of fancy, or evidence of
rareﬁed intellectual or aesthetic tastes. Any
demonstration of interest in complex ideas
or cultural esoterica is acceptable only when
couched in “I’m just an ordinary guy” terms,
lest the trolls jump you for pretentiousness or
the vampires slowly suck from your soul any
enthusiasm you had to share your ideas with
anyone.
(There’s always someone, somewhere, with
a big nose who knows . . . )
Whether Trolls, Grey Vampires, or Fans,
the domain of blog commentators is collectively coalescing into a picture of sorts. It
is that of a nebulous, but nonetheless highly
reactive, popular front, a digital chorus of
anonymously signed or pseudonymic opinion
that exerts a kind of peer pressure on those
who publish online. It may be a chimera, but
it’s an intimidating one. Filmmaker Adam
Curtis identiﬁed its curious power when he
described bloggers as “the new censors”: writers now second-guess responses, they self-police themselves for fear that their biases, elisions, or inclusions will be shot down in ﬂames
by the invisible inquisition. Writing becomes
an act done while looking over your shoulder.
(DF)

NEW
NEW YORK
YORK —
— An
An editor,
editor, they
they say,
say, should
should
be
a
writer’s
ideal
reader.
They
be a writer’s ideal reader. They can
can give
give
time
time to
to aa writer’s
writer’s work.
work. They
They can
can oﬀer
oﬀer adadvice
vice and
and suggest
suggest possible
possible ways
ways to
to improve
improve
aa text.
text. Have
Have you
you considered
considered this
this from
from ananother
perspective?
How
about
we
re-phrase
other perspective? How about we re-phrase
the
the sentence
sentence like
like this?
this? A
A bit
bit of
of trimming
trimming
here,
some
burnishing
there,
they
here, some burnishing there, they are
are nevernevertheless
theless supposedly
supposedly sensitive
sensitive to
to the
the authorial
authorial
voice.
voice. An
An editor
editor is
is aa go-between,
go-between, matching
matching aa
writer’s
ideas
to
an
audience’s
interests,
writer’s ideas to an audience’s interests, but
but
they
they are,
are, to
to quote
quote the
the late
late art
art critic
critic Stuart
Stuart
Morgan,
Morgan, “on
“on nobody’s
nobody’s side
side but
but their
their own.”
own.”
The
editor
is
a
writer’s
ideal
reader,
The editor is a writer’s ideal reader, but
but not
not
necessarily
necessarily their
their friend.
friend.
(Yes,
(Yes, but
but who
who edits
edits the
the editors?)
editors?)
Lately,
the
role
of
the
Lately, the role of the editor
editor has
has changed.
changed.
No,
make
that
genetically
altered.
No, make that genetically altered. Like
Like aa
comic
book
character
overexposed
to
comic book character overexposed to radiradiation
ation in
in the
the blinding
blinding atomic
atomic blog
blog explosion,
explosion,
the
the editor’s
editor’s DNA
DNA has
has been
been rewired
rewired and
and rereproduced.
In
the
fallout,
the
editor
has
produced. In the fallout, the editor has bebecome
come simultaneously
simultaneously author
author and
and audience,
audience,
dividing,
growing,
regrouping,
dividing,
dividing, growing, regrouping, dividing, growgrowing,
ing, regrouping.
regrouping. The
The editor
editor is
is you,
you, the
the editor
editor
is
is me.
me. The
The editor
editor has
has become
become aa state
state of
of mind.
mind.
(Metaphor’s
bit
overstretched,
no?)
(Metaphor’s bit overstretched, no?)
The
The comment
comment threads
threads that
that dangle
dangle beneath
beneath
blogs
—
cheering
or
jeering,
blogs — cheering or jeering, constructively
constructively
criticizing
criticizing or
or snarking
snarking —
— have
have become
become the
the
main
channel
of
communication
for
main channel of communication for this
this new
new
editorial
editorial polis.
polis. For
For personal
personal blog
blog pages,
pages, the
the
comment
function
provides
a
way
comment function provides a way of
of linking
linking
up
up to
to aa network
network of
of (mostly)
(mostly) like-minded
like-minded readreaders,
but
for
traditional
media
ers, but for traditional media outlets,
outlets, they
they
relate
relate to
to the
the old
old letters
letters pages
pages of
of newspapers.
newspapers.
Having
Having aa letter
letter published
published in
in aa national
national newsnewspaper
used
to
be
a
big
deal;
that
paper used to be a big deal; that your
your opinion
opinion
might
might be
be read
read over
over breakfast
breakfast by
by thousands
thousands
of
citizens
across
the
country
of citizens across the country meant
meant somesomething,
thing, aa sign
sign that
that your
your thoughts
thoughts were
were conconsidered
sidered to
to be
be of
of national
national importance,
importance, even
even if
if
most
most of
of them
them were
were along
along the
the lines
lines of
of “Sir,
“Sir,
why
why oh
oh why
why must
must my
my six-year-old
six-year-old pet
pet rherhesus
monkey
continually
be
subjected
sus monkey continually be subjected to
to the
the
kind
kind of
of din
din that
that young
young people
people deem
deem ‘pop
‘pop
music’
music’ these
these days.
days. In
In my
my day
day .. .. .. etc.”
etc.”
In
their
older
print
form,
letters
In their older print form, letters to
to newspanewspapers
pers were
were carefully
carefully pre-selected
pre-selected and
and edited
edited
for
content,
clarity
and
concision.
for content, clarity and concision. (I
(I rememremember
ber the
the giddy
giddy excitement
excitement and
and nervousness
nervousness II
felt
as
a
teenager
at
receiving
felt as a teenager at receiving aa phone
phone call
call
from
a
stern
sounding
woman
at
The
from a stern sounding woman at The Times,
Times,
calling
calling to
to tell
tell me
me that
that aa letter
letter I’d
I’d written
written to
to
them
was
going
to
be
published.
them was going to be published. It
It was
was aa
defence
defence of
of the
the artist
artist Chris
Chris Oﬁli,
Oﬁli, and
and II was
was
informed
that
my
painstakingly-worded
informed that my painstakingly-worded mismissive
sive was
was going
going to
to be
be cut
cut down
down to
to aa single
single sensentence.)
In
a
bid
to
encourage
traﬃc
tence.) In a bid to encourage traﬃc through
through
their
their sites,
sites, and
and in
in order
order to
to help
help them
them market
market
research
their
audiences,
many
research their audiences, many newspapers
newspapers
introduced
introduced comment
comment boxes
boxes for
for readers
readers to
to rerespond
to
Op-Ed
pieces.
This
not
only
spond to Op-Ed pieces. This not only took
took
the
the shine
shine oﬀ
oﬀ the
the sense
sense of
of achievement
achievement at
at getgetting
a
letter
printed
in
the
paper,
but
ushered
ting a letter printed in the paper, but ushered
in
in the
the era
era of
of the
the citizen
citizen editor:
editor: opinionated,
opinionated,
self-selecting
voices
responding
self-selecting voices responding to
to articles
articles as
as
fast
fast as
as aa title
title can
can publish
publish them.
them.
(Is
(Is the
the Times
Times letter
letter relevant?
relevant? Or
Or are
are you
you
showing
oﬀ?)
showing oﬀ?)
In
In theory,
theory, the
the idea
idea that
that anyone
anyone with
with ininternet access can voice their opinion in reaction to a published text, and bounce their
ideas oﬀ other readers in healthy debate, is
a good one, and in many cases new communities of writers and thinkers have grown
c Peter Fischli
�
/ David
Weiss,
courtesy
Marks Gallery, New York
around
certain
blogs,
which
haveMatthew
generated
large amounts of interesting material that
might not otherwise get published elsewhere.
However, there has been a broader eﬀect of
this access and excess of opinion, on writing both personal blogs and pieces for online publication — an eﬀect more psychological than many initially supposed. Types
of comment range from pleasant thanks to
the writer, through courteously added further points of interest, into spirited debate,
and all the way to pedantic unpicking of holes
in an argument, bellicose ripostes, and ﬂatout abuse. Little by little, and in fear of
intellectual stripes being torn oﬀ them by
their commentators, writers have started to
feel obliged to nuance their texts until their
rhetorical spirit is completely ironed out, or
their argument has become a convoluted mess
of caveats, digressions, and sub-clauses.
(Interesting point, but the problem is that
NEW YORK — People keep trying to get a
you give no examples which suggests that
handle on what’s happening. There’s a fear
you’re writing more about yourself than anythat others are hastening to make startling
one else.)
connections among the raw material, tracing
Writer Mark Fisher, on his k-punk blog,
lines between points we didn’t even know exhas recently started compiling a “bestiary”
isted. Exacerbating this anxiety is the fact
of the main types of respondent found in
that, despite its supposed insistence on the
comment threads. There is the Troll, for
consolidation of knowledge and the worth of
instance, who revels in nit-picking critique
information, the Internet produces ritualized
and wears with pride an inability to comunknowing. You could say, however, that this
mit to any position. They see this “posis a good thing, for it provokes a desire to
ture of alleged detachment, this sneer from
remystify the frenzy of technological change
nowhere” as “a virtue, a sign of their matuthrough ritual, through a personal and allerity.” Then there is the Grey Vampire, who
gorical rehearsal of what is perceived to be
on the outside is friendly and sociable, but
a manic and distorting increase in density,
on the inside, like the troll, cannot commit
a compression exponentially telescoping in
themselves to anything. Both “are subordireach and magnitude.
nated to The Fear and its demand that we
To tame this frenzy we are oﬀered the
be irreverent, that we constitute ourselves as
calming
linearity of lists. While the persisironically self-deﬂating subjects (I’m the sort
tence
of
the
list as a constraint on the Interof person who . . . ).” Fisher contrasts this
net’s
data-cloud
may simply be due to the
with the enthusiastic Fan writer, often the
persistence
of
small
rectangular monitors, the
victim of the Troll or Grey Vampire because
list
is
clearly
one
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the chief organizational
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of
the
Internet.
Search engines reown attachments, we like to pretend, have
turn
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is
funneled
into aggregations
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which
is
most
ﬂagged
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entries;
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Web
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scrolling,
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yield
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or cultural esoterica is acceptable only when
“ritualized unknowing,” used above in refercouched in “I’m just an ordinary guy” terms,
ence to the Internet, could also describe a
lest the trolls jump you for pretentiousness or
response to the banal condition of trying to
the vampires slowly suck from your soul any
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enthusiasm you had to share your ideas with
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however, that
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say,
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GLASGOW
GLASGOW—
—“Sports
“Sportsjournalism
journalismisisthe
thelast
last

GLASGOW — “Sports journalism is the last
refuge
refugeof
ofpurple
purpleprose.”
prose.” That
Thatwas
wasthe
theview
viewof
of
refuge of purple prose.” That was the view of
one
sports
writer,
Kevin
McCarra,
who
one sports writer, Kevin McCarra, who covcovone sports writer, Kevin McCarra, who covers
ers football
football for
for The
The Guardian.
Guardian. Honing
Honing his
his
ers football for The Guardian. Honing his
own
skills,
he’d
been
checking
out
own skills, he’d been checking outold
oldchamchamown skills, he’d been checking out old champions
pions—
—A.
A.J.J.Liebling,
Liebling,Roger
RogerKahn,
Kahn,George
George
pions — A. J. Liebling, Roger Kahn, George
Plimpton,
Thomas
Hauser,
Hugh
Plimpton, Thomas Hauser, Hugh McIlvanMcIlvanPlimpton, Thomas Hauser, Hugh McIlvanney
ney .. .. .. (On
(On reﬂection,
reﬂection, Hauser
Hauser and
and McIlMcIlney . . . (On reﬂection, Hauser and McIlvanney
might
want
to
dispute
any
vanney might want to dispute any sense
sense of
of
vanney might want to dispute any sense of
the
the past
past in
in that
that list,
list, as
as they
they are
are both
both still
still
the past in that list, as they are both still
in
inthe
thearena).
arena). Most
Mostrecently,
recently,McIlvanney
McIlvanneyininin the arena). Most recently, McIlvanney introduced
a
mighty
anthology
of
troduced a mighty anthology ofBudd
BuddSchulSchultroduced a mighty anthology of Budd Schulberg’s
berg’sboxing
boxingreports.
reports. In
Inone
oneof
ofthose
thosepieces,
pieces,
berg’s boxing reports. In one of those pieces,
“Fighters
“Fightersand
andWriters,”
Writers,”Schulberg
Schulbergrecalls
recallsthe
the
“Fighters and Writers,” Schulberg recalls the
boxers
boxersof
ofhis
hisyouth
youthin
inaaroll
rollcall
callof
ofrough
roughpopoboxers of his youth in a roll call of rough poetry:
etry:
etry:
“And
“Andthere
thereIIwas,
was,the
the wide-eyed
wide-eyed11-year11-year“And there I was, the wide-eyed 11-yearold
old at
at ringside
ringside with
with his
his devoted
devoted ﬁght
ﬁght fan
fan of
of
old at ringside with his devoted ﬁght fan of
aa father
father when
when our
our Olympic
Olympic gold
gold medalist,
medalist,
a father when our Olympic gold medalist,
Fidel
Fidel La
La Barba,
Barba, won
won the
the ﬂyweight
ﬂyweight champichampiFidel La Barba, won the ﬂyweight championship
onship from
fromFrankie
Frankie Genaro.
Genaro. All
All those
those nifty
nifty
onship from Frankie Genaro. All those nifty
little
littleﬂys
ﬂysand
andbantams
bantamsof
ofmy
mychildhood,
childhood,NewsNewslittle ﬂys and bantams of my childhood, Newsboy
boyBrown
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andCorporal
CorporalIzzy
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Schwartz,with
with
boy Brown and Corporal Izzy Schwartz, with
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those six-pointed
six-pointed stars
stars on
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their trunks,
trunks, and
and
those six-pointed stars on their trunks, and
all
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battlers: at
at night
night instead
instead of
of
all the Filipino battlers: at night instead of
counting
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I’dbe
bemurmuring
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theirmagmagcounting sheep I’d be murmuring their magical
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names —
— Speedy
Speedy Dado
Dado .. .. .. Young
Young NaNaical names — Speedy Dado . . . Young Nationalista
tionalista .. .. .. Clever
Clever Sencio.
Sencio. Since
Since boxing
boxing
tionalista . . . Clever Sencio. Since boxing
was
was aa shamelessly
shamelessly ethnic
ethnic sport,
sport, we
we root
root for
for
was a shamelessly ethnic sport, we root for
our
ourlocal
localJewish
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championsMushy
MushyCallahan
Callahan
our local Jewish champions Mushy Callahan
(Morris
(MorrisScheer),
Scheer),Jackie
JackieFields
Fields(Jacob
(JacobFinkelFinkel(Morris Scheer), Jackie Fields (Jacob Finkelstein),
stein), and
and the
the Newsboy
Newsboy (David
(David Montrose),
Montrose),
stein), and the Newsboy (David Montrose),
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butas
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Hall of
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Chocolate, Battling Battalino.”
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names are
are sweet
sweet but
but Schulberg
Schulberg isn’t
isn’t
The names are sweet but Schulberg isn’t
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he pinpoints
pinpoints
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that
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lowers. McIlvanney
McIlvanneynails
nailsthat
thatone
onein
inaareport
report
lowers. McIlvanney nails that one in a report
on
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thedefeat
defeatof
ofBritish
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“Standing
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byHoneyghan’s
Honeyghan’schair
chairin
inaabare
bare
“Standing by Honeyghan’s chair in a bare
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atCaesars
CaesarsPalPalroom oﬀ the Sports Pavilion at Caesars Palace
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Hotel,watching
watchinghelplessly
helplesslyas
ashe
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huddled
ace Hotel, watching helplessly as he huddled
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forward almost
almost into
into the
the fetal
fetal position
position while
while
forward almost into the fetal position while
excruciating
excruciatingpain
painspread
spreadout
outbehind
behindhis
hisclosed
closed
excruciating pain spread out behind his closed
eyelids
eyelids from
fromthe
the hideously
hideously swollen
swollenright
right side
side
eyelids from the hideously swollen right side
of
of his
his face,
face, at
at least
least one
one reporter
reporter who
who has
has
of his face, at least one reporter who has
found
foundboxing
boxingirresistible
irresistibleall
allhis
hislife
lifewondered
wondered
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nalist to report on. Boxing is not clean in any
sense of the word. Matches are scored with a
lack of logic that makes it clear the best man
does not always win. In fact, boxers are more
often chosen as fodder for champions than to
oﬀer any true challenge. The worse that gets,
the greater the slump in the game (boxing
fans do not talk of the “end of boxing as a
sport” but rather they take the long view and
acknowledge a series of “slumps” when real
contenders are scarce and the game turns to
corrupt pantomime). In 1959, when the journalist George Plimpton decided to step into
a ring with the formidable Archie Moore, he
began to receive a series of anonymous calls
oﬀering advice. Once the caller suggested
Plimpton hire the services of a spellcaster
named Evil Eye Finkel. According to the
caller, “Evil Eye’s got a manager. Name of
Mumbles Sober. The pair of them can be
hired for ﬁfty dollars to ﬁve hundred dollars
depending — so it says in the brochure — on
the ‘wealth of the employer and the diﬃculty
of the job.’ ” It’s advice that has stayed true
through time, as Evil Eye and Mumbles continue to prosper.
It also makes boxing the natural sport
for newspapers. It is at times indistinguishable from crime reporting. It reﬂects the
seams of corruption that run through society, class structures, and race relations. At
times, it rises to unprecedented levels and reﬂects national traumas, never more so than
when Muhammed Ali was handed a three
year ban for repudiating the Vietnam War
and the draft. As a sport, it regularly implodes, leaving writers to describe scenes of
absolute absurdity, falsity, or, in the best of
times, blood-stained victories and appalling
defeats.
Writers rise to such situations. A recent
Muhammed Ali reader contains articles by
authors Tom Wolfe, LeRoi Jones, Norman
Mailer, Hunter S. Thompson, Wole Soyinka,
Joyce Carol Oates, and Guy Talese. The attraction for these writers is far from simple
and may be entangled in a question of style.
It’s said that Jonathan Swift was a boxing
fan and it’s recorded that he watched the
ﬁrst British champion, James Figgs, in action. For an anatomist of human savagery
such as Swift this could easily have been another step in his education.
Joyce Carol Oates makes an interesting
comment on style and language in an observation on Mike Tyson in 1986:
“ ‘I want to punch the bone into the brain’
. . . Tyson’s language is as direct and brutal as his ring style, yet as more than one
observer has noted, strangely disarming —
there is no air of menace, or sadism, or boastfulness in what he says: only the truth.”
Jonathan Swift could happily accommodate this deﬁnition of style as brutal and objective. Sports writers, though, can come at
the same point with a variety of shimmies
and half-steps. Oates, for example, analyzes
the raw aggression of boxing with great intellect:
“The psychologist Erik Erikson discovered
that, while little girls playing with blocks
generally create pleasant interior spaces and
attractive entrances, little boys are inclined
to pile up the blocks as high as they can
and then watch them fall down: ‘the contemplation of ruins,’ Erikson observes, ‘is a
masculine specialty.’ No matter the mesmerizing grace and beauty of a great boxI hesitated
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to this remark
ing
match, to
it is
the catastrophic
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for
yet another silly question, though I hadn’t
really had the chance to speak to Anna yet,
and hear her out. (Like the old man, her
quiet manner made me more eager to listen
than Dick’s enthusiasm, of which I had grown
a little tired. No oﬀence, Dick.) Till now
any of their explanations were less helpful
than what they intended. Once again I decided that it was best if I just sat back and
observed, though I was, of course, conscious
of what Dick called the “funny” nature (like
“funny bone”) of this situation. My presence altered their usual setting, with the result that I was, I imagined, still receiving a
distorted view of things. For example: Anna
had ﬁnished her soup. The orange streaks
at the bottom of her white bowl testiﬁed to
this. But all I could recall was a slight image
of a few movements of her right hand and
her lips, though in actual fact it seemed she
had moved — but without attracting any attention, on the other hand, by an abnormal
immobility.
Then there was the old man’s jumper: I
could not think how I hadn’t noticed the cuﬀs
before. Once you paid attention to them
it was as if they were there for all to see:
the ends of the sleeves had obviously been
worn by the wrists’s regular movements, a
long while ago. These had then been slightly
clumsily mended with wool — a few shades
darker than the blue of the the jumper —
pointing out how bright that deep dark blue
actually was. As clear as night and day. But
not. (WH)
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lack of logic that makes it clear the best man
does not always win. In fact, boxers are more
often chosen as fodder for champions than to
oﬀer any true challenge. The worse that gets,
the greater the slump in the game (boxing
fans do not talk of the “end of boxing as a
sport” but rather they take the long view and
acknowledge a series of “slumps” when real
contenders are scarce and the game turns to
corrupt pantomime). In 1959, when the journalist George Plimpton decided to step into
a ring with the formidable Archie Moore, he
began to receive a series of anonymous calls
oﬀering advice. Once the caller suggested
Plimpton hire the services of a spellcaster
named Evil Eye Finkel. According to the
caller, “Evil Eye’s got a manager. Name of
Mumbles Sober. The pair of them can be
hired for ﬁfty dollars to ﬁve hundred dollars
depending — so it says in the brochure — on
the ‘wealth of the employer and the diﬃculty
of the job.’ ” It’s advice that has stayed true
through time, as Evil Eye and Mumbles continue to prosper.
It also makes boxing the natural sport
for newspapers. It is at times indistinguishable from crime reporting. It reﬂects the
seams of corruption that run through society, class structures, and race relations. At
times, it rises to unprecedented levels and reﬂects national traumas, never more so than
when Muhammed Ali was handed a three
year ban for repudiating the Vietnam War
and the draft. As a sport, it regularly implodes, leaving writers to describe scenes of
absolute absurdity, falsity, or, in the best of
times, blood-stained victories and appalling
defeats.
Writers rise to such situations. A recent
Muhammed Ali reader contains articles by
authors Tom Wolfe, LeRoi Jones, Norman
Mailer, Hunter S. Thompson, Wole Soyinka,
Joyce Carol Oates, and Guy Talese. The attraction for these writers is far from simple
and may be entangled in a question of style.
It’s said that Jonathan Swift was a boxing
fan and it’s recorded that he watched the
ﬁrst British champion, James Figgs, in action. For an anatomist of human savagery
such as Swift this could easily have been another step in his education.
Joyce Carol Oates makes an interesting
comment on style and language in an observation on Mike Tyson in 1986:
“ ‘I want to punch the bone into the brain’
. . . Tyson’s language is as direct and brutal as his ring style, yet as more than one
observer has noted, strangely disarming —
there is no air of menace, or sadism, or boastfulness in what he says: only the truth.”
Jonathan Swift could happily accommodate this deﬁnition of style as brutal and objective. Sports writers, though, can come at
the same point with a variety of shimmies
and half-steps. Oates, for example, analyzes
the raw aggression of boxing with great intellect:
“The psychologist Erik Erikson discovered
that, while little girls playing with blocks
generally create pleasant interior spaces and
attractive entrances, little boys are inclined
to pile up the blocks as high as they can
and then watch them fall down: ‘the contemplation of ruins,’ Erikson observes, ‘is a
masculine specialty.’ No matter the mesmerizing grace and beauty of a great boxing match, it is the catastrophic ﬁnale for
which everyone waits, and hopes: the blocks
piled as high as they can possibly be piled,
then brought spectacularly down. Women,
watching a boxing match, are likely to identify with the losing, or hurt, boxer; men are
likely to identify with the winning boxer.”
A.J. Liebling makes a similar point describing Rocky Marciano’s demolition of the
legendary Joe Louis and the impact of the
scene on a fan and his girlfriend:
“In the eighth round, as you probably
read in the daily press, Marciano, the righthand specialist, knocked Louis down with a
left hook that Goldman had not previously
publicized. When Louis got up, Marciano hit
him with two more left hooks, which set him
up for the right and the pitiful ﬁnish.
“Right after Marciano knocked Louis down
the ﬁrst time, Sugar Ray Robinson started
working his way toward the ring, as if drawn
by some horrid fascination, and by the time
Rocky threw the ﬁnal right, Robinson’s hand
was on the lowest rope of the ring, as if he
meant to jump in. The punch knocked Joe
through the ropes and he lay on the ring
apron, only one leg inside.
“The tall blonde was bawling, and pretty
soon she began to sob. The fellow who had
brought her was horriﬁed. ‘Rocky didn’t do
anything wrong,’ he said. ‘He didn’t foul
him. What you booing?’
“The blonde said, ‘You’re so cold. I hate
you, too.’ ”
Perhaps only sports journalism could produce two such valuable passages from such
diﬀerent points of view. This tangle of language, style, and drama is essential to the
writer’s art and it’s the sports pages that allow that secret to be aired. Schulberg considers this issue in relation to boxing and comes
to this conclusion:
“Why this aﬃnity of writers and ﬁghters?
Where one has a promoter, the other has a
publisher. One has a manager, the other has
an agent. One has a trainer, the other has an
editor. But when the bell rings, it’s sort of
interchangeable. You’re out there under the
bright lights feeling naked and alone. And
what you do or fail to do out there can make
or break your reputation for life.” (FM)
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A.J. Liebling makes a similar point describing Rocky Marciano’s demolition of the
legendary Joe Louis and the impact of the
scene on a fan and his girlfriend:
“In the eighth round, as you probably
read in the daily press, Marciano, the righthand specialist, knocked Louis down with a
left hook that Goldman had not previously
publicized. When Louis got up, Marciano hit
him with two more left hooks, which set him
up for the right and the pitiful ﬁnish.
“Right after Marciano knocked Louis down
the ﬁrst time, Sugar Ray Robinson started
working his way toward the ring, as if drawn
by some horrid fascination, and by the time
Rocky threw the ﬁnal right, Robinson’s hand
was on the lowest rope of the ring, as if he
meant to jump in. The punch knocked Joe
through the ropes and he lay on the ring
apron, only one leg inside.
“The tall blonde was bawling, and pretty
soon she began to sob. The fellow who had
brought her was horriﬁed. ‘Rocky didn’t do
anything wrong,’ he said. ‘He didn’t foul
him. What you booing?’
“The blonde said, ‘You’re so cold. I hate
you, too.’ ”
Perhaps only sports journalism could produce two such valuable passages from such
diﬀerent points of view. This tangle of language, style, and drama is essential to the
writer’s art and it’s the sports pages that allow that secret to be aired. Schulberg considers this issue in relation to boxing and comes
to this conclusion:
“Why this aﬃnity of writers and ﬁghters?
Where one has a promoter, the other has a
publisher. One has a manager, the other has
an agent. One has a trainer, the other has an
editor. But when the bell rings, it’s sort of
interchangeable. You’re out there under the
bright lights feeling naked and alone. And
what you do or fail to do out there can make
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SOCRATES:
GUARD UP,
PANTS DOWN
NEW YORK — Around here we like to do
things properly. Haphazard work and halfbaked ideas won’t cut it. Really, if you don’t
care, why should we? Uncaring, unfeeling,
unthinking people tend to have little more
to share than their own inappropriate sense
of self-importance. And we’ve seen enough
of that. Let’s do things diﬀerently from now
on. Let’s do them properly.
So how do we do this, do things properly? Write properly, for instance? Is there
a proper way of saying things in print? How
would we know what’s appropriate? What
standards might we apply to check for inappropriate modes of writing? If I spilled my
guts to you right now, telling you all about
what’s going on in my head and heart, would
you want to read it? Or would it be inappropriate? Wouldn’t you want to read it precisely because it is? After all, the one form
of communication that will always be eagerly
consumed is the one that arguably remains
the most inappropriate of all: gossip. It travels fast. Before you know it, everyone knows.
And they want to know more. Isn’t that the
kind of demand that any writer, any paper,
would like to meet, whether appropriate or
not?
That’s assuming gossip can be steered.
As if this were possible! Inappropriate forms
of communication, like gossip, are hydra-headed. They tend to be unmanageable. In my
experience, the best way to handle a hydra
is to raise one yourself. Meaning: one proper
tactic for countering gossip is to provide too
much inappropriate information. It’ll keep
the gossipers busy speculating and, as long
as they’re kept busy, they won’t realize that
there never was anything to speculate about.
Because they’ve already been told all there
ever was to know. And more.
So there you have a proper argument for
choosing inappropriate modes of writing, a
most eﬀective survival stragegy for writers:
your guard is up when your pants are down.
Does this mean, then, that being inappropriate is proper to writing? You could argue
that it is. Because who could ever claim to
have appropriate reasons for putting things
in print? Yes, it’s true, there’s news that
needs to be aired if our society is to remain
informed, open, and critical. This news consists of facts, but what about voices? What
are proper reasons for trying to get your voice
heard? What are proper motives for cultivating a voice over years of writing (apart from
an inappropriate sense of self-importance)?
Isn’t becoming a spokesperson for a community, social group, or generation a proper
reason? Unfortunately, such groups have a
habit of not materializing when called upon
to bestow a mandate to those prepared to
speak for them. Of course, back in the day
when the book of books was written, God
was careful in his choice of writers, and made
sure they had the chance to prove the authenticity of their vocation. Through some
form of martyrdom or other. These days
it’s not so easy for a writer to authenticate
your proper mandate. The possibility of suffering for your art is perhaps less appealing
now when, in principle, a happy life is something you might still insist on leading as a
writer slash citizen slash human being, even
if it means renouncing the (lingering romantic) claim to a proper authentiﬁcation of your
presumed vocation.
What the hell does proper mean, anyway? Greek philosophy has an answer: what
is proper to someone or something is what
ﬁts their characteristic properties. For example, it is proper for ﬁsh to be in water.
It suits them. What equivalent state would
be proper to writing? To appear in print?
To writers? To be in a state of grace? Or
perpetual crisis? What if both print media
and writers were in crisis? Were they ever
not? Greek philosophy also states that criticism is derived from crisis. The critique in
Greek jurisprudence and medicine was understood as a votum passed on an undecided
situation that determined the point of crisis
at which it would decide itself (the climax
of a juristical dispute, or the turning point
of an illness). The proper place for the critique to determine the crisis was the criterion, the court of law or site of medical inspection. In its original sense, then, crisis is
to criticism what water is to a ﬁsh. It is its
proper medium. The proper task of critical
writing and publishing is to navigate situations in which preconceived ideas of what is
proper no longer seem appropriate. When it
wiggles like a ﬁsh through an eddy of crisis, a
critical voice or a critical medium comes into
their own. Philosophically speaking, then,
the “inappropriate” is the only form proper
to critical writing and publishing.
Where might the criterion be properly sited today? Where can we take the crisis to
decide its outcome? It’s hard to say whether
a proper place for solving inappropriate matters still exists. Big institutions will maintain that they provide it. And true, who
would want to deny that, next to the parliaments, the fourth estate has been, and continues to be, the crucial criterion for modern
democracies. Without it the topology of the
democratic political sphere would lose a central arena for determining and resolving its
crises. So let’s hear it for a free press . .
. ! and yet, we shouldn’t take it as given
that only institutions can properly host the
criterion. It could be any site where crisis
can be made discernible. Some say that the
web is well suited for this purpose. Maybe.
But I can’t help thinking that critical voices
have bodies that inhabit the physical world.
And I’d like to see these embodied voices be
housed, hosted, and honed in actual places.
The politics of place implied in siting a criterion continues to be a material matter.
When space and visibility in the city are
so blatantly governed by the dictates of a
capitalist property market, the only institutions able to occupy property in the city are
those that promise to generate capital. Yet,
the proper reason for a criterion to exist is
not to generate capital but to discern crisis.
By the standards of the property market, its
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Masthead set in Strike Alphabet courtesy
Shannon Ebner.
Performa, a non-proﬁt multidisciplinary arts
organization established by RoseLee Goldberg in 2004, is dedicated to exploring the
critical role of live performance in the history of twentieth century art and to encouraging new directions in performance for the
twenty-ﬁrst century.
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